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DEBRA LYNNE KATZ FP 082912
Sep 9, 2012

Start time: 5:42 pm End Time: 7:14

(1.20 minutes for summary)

GESTALTS INCLUDE:

Biologicals in Motion

Element of Space/spatial area

Manmades, more then one

Water

SEE SKETCH ON PAGES 11(b) & 12SEE SKETCH ON PAGES 11(b) & 12
Water cascading down

rushing

flowing over

pouring

muddy

levels

possibly 3

pouring over the edge

aerial view

takes breath away

stunning

sinister

slippery

word, “Great Divide”

showering

bottoming out

flashing

welling up

Biologicals in motion (SEE SKETCH ON PAGE 8)

pooling below

gradier

heavy

human

masculine

formation
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uniforms

hats

tall hats

eyes

possible dog

doing fancy things

holding long objects

Man

older

bigger tummy

down below

one of other spectators

holding object that is musket likeholding object that is musket like

feels inferior to people above

Spectators present

looking up

young and old present

celebrating

excited

LOCATION

Outdoors

strong elements of nature

VAST AREA

showmanship

Fairytaleish   (PAGE 8)

pouring

straining

cellular

word, “B-Bop”

Has a top

pointy

triangular

castle like 

towery

smoky or smoking

hear word, “Bon Appetite” French?

Sunny

Many aspects to it 

Land

foreign land feeling

sticky

soppy

grasses around

knee high

all around

high & low extreme pointshigh & low extreme points

drops on an incline
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Goes on for miles

Place you’d want to take picturesPlace you’d want to take pictures

soft

grainy

(SEE SKETCHES ON PAGE 5)Something up high to the left of meSomething up high to the left of me

Structure or object

up higher in the air

harder to breath

fortified

bulbous

pointy

triangular

breakable

breaking apart

lifting up

bending over

leaning over

shadowed

angular

auspicious

creaking

swinging to and fro

frazzled

espionage

white

with some rust

folding

creaking

may be metallic, not sure

possibly mechanical

noisy

grinding

fixated

can climb on top

short of straddle it

ornery

stacking up

all over the place

many parts

distinctive

twisty

disorganize

can see through some partscan see through some parts

strip like

touch and go

scrap like
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scaffolding like

perpendicular

torn apart

whole and sum of parts

dastardly

swinging to and fro

high up

large

not in America

foreign land ambiance

at an edge.

(SKETCH ON PAGE 10, 13 & 14)There are structures or objects near There are structures or objects near 

wheel like

massive

roundish

center hub

possibly red

can rotate to the right or leftcan rotate to the right or left

can operate forward or backwardcan operate forward or backward

rotating

spinning

hanging

might be more then one

long object fits through center hublong object fits through center hub

3D appearance

I’m seeing the top half of this object onlyI’m seeing the top half of this object only

spoke like or sections

clanging

some rectangular parts attachedsome rectangular parts attached

(SEE SKETCH ON PAGE 13)(SEE SKETCH ON PAGE 13) flatter then originally thought flatter then originally thought 

some holes in it, can see throughsome holes in it, can see through

long thing going through may be bentlong thing going through may be bent

striated

wet

spray

calm

layers

moving sideways

thin

Hear words, “Great Divide”.Hear words, “Great Divide”.

(SEE SKETCH PAGE 11A) Another object nearby, not sure if near or connected to the above Another object nearby, not sure if near or connected to the above Another object nearby, not sure if near or connected to the above 

long

pointing down

something can pour throughsomething can pour through

takes many people to operatetakes many people to operate
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hands hold on to direct or operatehands hold on to direct or operate

it’s shoot like

liquidy stuff thicker then waterliquidy stuff thicker then water

hear word, “raven”. 

Another object

(SEE SKETCH ON PAGE 15)balloon like

lifting up

air flows through

chivalry

360 degree view of entire area

Conceptuals

History

Time will tell

fragrant

throwing over

egregious

masculine

“Great Divide”

lessons have been learnedlessons have been learned

20th century

elements of freedom

“heresy”

Activities

people moving across time/spacepeople moving across time/space

indestructible

unwavering

playground for young and oldplayground for young and old

frozen in time

childlike

AOL’S

AOL Ferris Wheel

AOL DOG

AOL crystal pastel fairytale castle on hillAOL crystal pastel fairytale castle on hill

AOL marching British soldier in formationAOL marching British soldier in formation

AOL Birds Flying

AOL waterfalls

AOL muscats

AOL emerald City from wizard of ozAOL emerald City from wizard of oz

AOL dam

AOL fly fishing

AOL Niagara Falls

AOL marching band on field

AOL children

AOL - Niagara officer
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SEE SESSION DATA BELOW
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